SERVICE BRIEF Value Realization Services

Maximize your investment by
accessing deep domain and
specialized industry expertise
With Model N Value Realization Services, you can realize all the benefits of your
Model N application. Our technical architects, business advisors, and industry experts
work with you to increase user adoption, capitalize on features and functionality,
adapt processes as business needs change, and manage M&A activities.
Along with increasing ROI on your Model N investment, these services will help you realize more predictable
and consistent results and achieve operational excellence.

System Optimization Assessment Review (SOAR)
Ensure you’re leveraging Model N to its full potential. Using a structured approach, Model
N’s expert consultants evaluate your instance, processes, and affiliated systems to identify
areas for improvement and efficiency gains. We then provide detailed recommendations for
immediate, short-, and long-term changes that will improve efficiency and deliver added value.

Industry Expert Access Services
Gain a competitive edge by working with our industry subject matter experts to develop futurefocused strategies and implement critical processes that will help you succeed. By tapping
into the knowledge of our expert team, you’ll be able to take advantage of new features,
functionality, and product innovations, while leveraging industry best practices and trends for
optimizing revenue and ensuring compliance.
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SERVICE BRIEF Value Realization Services

Contract Modeling and Best Practices
Adapt to changing regulations and market demands. Our industry subject matter experts can
help you effectively execute outcomes- and value-based contracts, optimize commercial and
government contracts, and implement best practices for managing 340B chargebacks and
refunds. Additionally, our consultants can help automate any pricing or rebate functionality
currently performed outside the Model N system.

Managed Services for Analytics
Make it easier than ever to get the data you need out of Model N Intelligence Cloud. Leveraging
our deep business analyst experience enhances your analytics capabilities and reduces the
need for offline analyses or large data exports. We can help you support forecasting and data
analysis with rich data visualization options in Looker and ensure regular and relevant reporting
to stakeholders.

On-premises Performance Health Check
If you have yet to embark on your SaaS journey, we can optimize the performance of your
application by identifying hot spots. We review your solution, pain points, and growth patterns
to identify areas for improvement and then provide recommendations that will make your
system scale so that users can do their jobs and prepare the business for future changes.

Maximize revenue and your investment with Model N Expert Services
Model N Value Realization Services is one of the many offerings available through Model N Expert Services.
Developed to help you turn revenue management into a competitive advantage, Expert Services delivers
the technical, operational, and industry expertise you need to utilize and adopt our applications, streamline
processes, and maximize the value of Model N applications. We continuously evolve our services portfolio
to provide solutions that optimize revenue, manage risk, and enable you to focus on innovation.
LEARN MORE 

Put Model N to work for you.
Schedule a meeting to learn how we can help you achieve organizational

GET STARTED

flexibility, operational excellence, and greater value from Model N.
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